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1 Introduction

Over the years, a hither-to unmentioned law governing the art of
programming has become increasingly obvious to me. Namely,

During normal working hours, interruptions are the rule,
not the exception.

Inevitably, while in the editor, or testing a program, or performing some task
requiring the deepest concentration, an interruption occurs. The interruption
may take the form of a phone call, a direct confrontation with an irate user,
new VAX mail, a brilliant idea which just must be tried out, or perhaps yet
another fire to be put out. Prior to VMS V4.0, there was little one could do
to ameliorate this problem. VMS V4.0, however, has a number of features which
may be used to help minimize the disruptive effects of these interruptions.
Specifically, DCL "windows" can be implemented which can be used to manage each
interruption without loosing the context of the previous activity.

This paper will describe methods of implementing such windows for A

1. DCL AND MAIL
2. Command Procedures
3. The VMS V4.0 editors EDT, LSE and TPU.

While VMS and a number of utilities have the SPAWN command available to the
user, the window interface to be described has been found in practice to be
simpler to use because,

1. Windows are consistently invoked with a single key command.

2. Confusion is minimized because one always knows if one is in a window.

2 The DCL Window Interface

Ideally, each user would have a "VAXintosh"-like terminal. By pressing a
single key, work in progress would be interrupted, the application context and
screen saved, and a fresh, full function window similar to what one might see
on a Macintosh or VAXStation would appear. The user could switch back and
forth between windows without loosing context, move them around and resize them
to meet the particular application needs, and finally closs a window returning
the the initial work in-progress when the interruption occurred.
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Unfortunately, standard DEC VT100/VT200 terminals can not support such
bit-mapped graphic windows and until either VMS has real virtual terminals or
all VMS utilities and RMS use the SMG terminal I/O interface, process-wide,
overlapping, cellular-text windows are also hard to implement.

Consequently, the various "window" implementations to be discussed here
are designed to meet a more limited set of goals, namely:

1. Ease of implementation.

2. Single keystroke Window activation from DCL or application
prompt.

3. Normal user/DCL interaction.

4. Consistent user interface for windows activated from OCL, command
procedures, editors, MAIL, etc.

5. Vindow display identifies currrent window in use.

6. Simple return to the parent process by typing Control-Z.

7. Simple access to sequentially nested windows.

To meet these goals, DCL "windows" are implemented as subprocesses running
a command dispatcher procedure which sets up the terminal, prompts the user for
input, issues the command to DCL and then loops back to prompt for more input.
Several types of window procedures are possible depending on what is considered
to be an acceptable response time.

2.1 The Basic Vindow Procedure

The window procedure shown in Listing 1 is fast, simple to implement, and
can be adapted to work with hardcopy terminals. It reminds the users that a
window is active via the prompt string. When invoked it first executes the
SETUP commands which are located at the end of the command procedure to
optimize response time. During the SETUP section, the VT100 screen is erased
and the process name is obtained to include as part of the prompt string.
After the initialization is completed, the user is prompted for input and that
input is sent directly to DCL. If the user types Control-Z on input, the
command procedure exits back to the parent process. Note that throughout the
command procedure, extreme care is taken to insure that SYS$INPUT is always
correctly pointing at the user's terminal. A second item to note are the lines
starting with '•!***". These lines should be uncommented if the vindow
procedure is to be used with EDT or any application image which can keep an
active subprocess available for possible re-use until the image exits.
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2.2 The Window With Banner Procedure

The window procedure shown in Listing 2 works with VT100 compatible
terminals. At its cora, this procedure is quite similar to the first
procedure. However, it uses numerous VT100 escape sequences to display and
maintain the window banner at the top of the terminal screen. Specifically, it

1. Establishes a scroll region below the window banner so that the banner will
not be overwritten with as each new command is entered.

2. Uses the ASK utility program (read with timeout) to request cursor location
from the VTxx terminal.

3. Restores the cursor to the correct line and refreshes the window banner
after each command is processed.

4. Saves and restores screen attributes between commands.

5. Establishes an internal typeahead buffer so that user input can be
separated from cursor location requests.

This procedure uses two non-standard foreign commands, PAGE and ASK. The ASK
command invokes the ASK image and behaves similarly to INQUIRE except that it
can perform a read with timeout and can read escape sequences from a terminal.
The PAGE command is a command procedure which erases screens of VTlxx and VT2xx
terminals. Besides erasing ANSI terminals, it knows how to erase the graphic
overlays of ReGis graphic terminals such as the VT125. Both ASK and PAGE are
on recent VAX SIG Symposia tapes.

By extending the second procedure, it is possible to implement even more
elaborate window procedures. For example, for VT240 terminals, a task to save
the screen contents and cursor location to a SIXEL file prior to exiting a
window could be added. On return to the window, the screen could be restored
to its previous state and the cursor repositioned to its previous position.
However, the save and restore screen operations significantly slow down window
creation and deletion times.

2.3 Limitations Of The Window Procedures

While using a procedure to emulate a OCL window provides the user with a
nearly normal terminal environment, user commands with embedded single quotes
will not work correctly. In practice, this limitation has not been found to be
a serious problem.

A second limitation is that it is assumed that each window is entered and
deleted on a "last created, first deleted" basis and that as each window is
deleted, one returns to the "parent" of that window. However, using the ATTACH
command it is possible for the experienced user to "jump" between multiple open
windows. If this is done, however, it is possible for things to get very
confused, and exiting a low level window back to its parent can either delete
an active subprocess of the window or worse, leave the subprocess dangling
unaccessed in the system.
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3 Adding Windows To DCL And MAIL

Once one has developed a window procedure, providing single keystroke
access to OCL is very straightforward by using the DEFINE KEY command.

$ DEFINE/KEY/NOLOG/NOECHO/TERMINATE F20 "SPAWN/NOLOG gDCLWINDOW"

Unfortunately, one must either be at the OCL prompt or interrupt the currently
executing image in order to start up the new window because the DEFINE KEY
facility does not allow multiple commands to be embedded in the key definition.
However, for VT2xx terminals one can define a UDK (User defined key) to contain
both a Control-Y and the above SPAWN command. The UDK is then activated by
pressing SHIFT-F20. The drawbacks of this method are that creating a UDK load
module is somawhat tedious (it must be written in HEX) and that one must
remember to issue the CONTINUE command to resume the interrupted image
immediately after exiting the window.

In a similar fashion, this facility can be added to MAIL by creating a
file SYS$SHARE:MAIL$KEYDEF.INI with the command

DEFINE/KEY F20/TERMINATE/N0ECH0 "SPAWN GDCLWINDOV"

and defining

$ DEFINE MAIL$INIT SYS$SHARE:MAIL$KEYDEF. INI

in the system wide LOGIN.COM file.

4 Adding Windows To Command Procedures

It is simple to create command procedures which allow an exit to a new
window at any prompt by using the ASK command (mentioned above). In the
following command procedure code fragment, the ASK command is used to prompt
the user for a choice. If the user presses the F20 key, or any key generating
an escape sequence, the escape sequence is checked to see if it is a command to
create a new window.
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ASK/UPPER Choice "Choices "
Option[0,l]:='Choice'
IF Option .EQS. "<ESC>"

GOTO Check_Escape_Seq

! Get all of input line
! Isolate 1st character

THEN - ! If any escape sequence present
! go find which one

$Check_Escape_Seq:
$ IF Choice .EQS. "<ESC>[34~" THEN

GOTO New Window
- ! If F20 key pressed

$New Window:
$ SPAWN/NOLOG @DCLWINDOW"
$ PAGE
$ GOTO Start

! A fresh window, please
! Erase the screen (if needed)
! Go back to where we started

5 Adding Windows To EDT, LSE, And TPU

Using the basic procedures discussed above, it is also a possible to add
windows to DEC'S video editors, EDT, LSE, and TPU. Since adding windows to EDT
is the more difficult than adding them to LSE/TPU, the required EDT changes
will be discussed first.

5.1 Modifying EDT V3.0 For DCL Windows

Adding windows to EDT requires that a new version of EDT be. built. This
involves creating a new EDT mainline to parse the DCL command line to set
filenames and flags, establish a user XLATE subroutine and exit handler, and
invoke the callable EDT subroutines in SYS$SHARE:EDTSHR.

The version of EDT to be discussed here, VPWEDIT, behaves identically with
EDT V3.0 except that it provides access to DCL windows. Two new EDT features
allowed VPWEDIT to be developed. First, EDT is provided as a sharable image
which may be called as a subroutine from within a user program. This
functionality is described in Appendix D of the RSX EDT V3.0 reference manual
or in the VAX/VMS Utility Routines Reference Manual. Using the callable EDT
interface allows one to create a program which exactly mimics functionality of
the EDT editor. Second, EDT provides the NOKEYPAD XLATE command which allows
the user to pass command strings to a user-specified subroutine.

Creating the VPWEDIT is straightforward. A mainline program extracts the
switches and files specified on the DCL command line and calls EDT specifying
an action subroutine, WINDOW, to call if the XLATE command is used. The WINDOW
action routine establishes an exit handler to keep track of the current
subprocess in use so that it can be deleted when the editor exits. The WINDOW
action routine creates or attaches subprocesses as needed to provide the DCL
window. In the following sections, these program modules will be discussed in
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greater detail.

5.2 The Editor Mainline

The VFWEDIT editor is designed to be an exact replacement for EOT. This
replacement is transparently accomplished by inserting a command of the form

$ DEFINE EDT STS$SYSTEM:VPWEDIT

in the system-wide login command procedure. Once this is done, DCL will invoice
the VPWEDIT image rather than the EDT image in response to the EDIT command.
The only function of the editor mainline is to find what switches and files are
on the DCL EDT command line. The code for VPWEDIT is shown in Listing 3. The
example here was written in BASIC but it could just as easily have been
implemented in any other supported VAX language. BASIC was chosen because it
handles variable length strings automatically. For efficiency, VPWEDIT should
be installed as /OPEN/SHARE.

5.3 The WINDOW Subroutine

When the NOKEYPAD XLATE command is processed, the subroutine specified in
the EDT$EDIT call- for handling the XLATE command is called and any text
associated with the XLATE command is passed to the function subroutine. Since
the XLATE command is not directly accessible when using the keypad editor, the
window is invoked by control key functions which should be defined in the
system wide EDT initialization file, SYS$SHARE:EDTSYS.EDT.

DEFINE KEY FUNCTION 34 AS "XLATEWINDOW'Z."
DEFINE KEY GOLD V AS "XLATEWINDOW*Z."

The key definitions in this example will cause the WINDOW subroutine to be
invoked if either the F20 key on a VT2xx keyboard or GOLD V on a VT100 keyboard
is pressed.

Since creating a subprocess is time consuming, the WINDOW function
subroutine (Listing 4) keeps track of whether or not one is available for use.
If no subprocess exists, it spawns a subprocess and invokes WTNDOW.COM.
WIND0W.COM is identical to either of the two previously discussed versions of
DCLWIND0W.COM except that the lines with "!***" have been uncommented.

The function of WINDOW.COM is to prompt the user for input, pass that
input on to DCL, and to attach back to the main process if a Control-Z is
entered. When DCLWIND0W.COM is first invoked it acquires the PID of the parent
process so that the it can be attached back to. If, however, the subprocess
already exists, the WINDOW function subroutine, simply attaches back to the
subprocess running DCLWIND0W.COM which again accepts the user's input and
passes it to DCL. In the event that attaching to the subprocess fails because
the subprocess was deleted, the WINDOW function subroutine tries to create a
new subprocess.
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The WINDOW function calls the subroutine, EXIT_SPAWN. The EXIT_SPAWN
routine (Listing 5) is used to insure that any subprocesses created are deleted
when the image exits.

6 Modifying LSE/TPU To Support DCL Windows

Modifying LSE/TPU to support windows is very simple since LSE/TPU have a
SPAWN command Built-in. For example, to implement DCL windows for LSE it is
only necessary to load a TPU procedure, WINDOW.TPU. By redefining the LSE
command,

$ LSE*DIT:=LSE/COMMAND«WINDOW.TPU

every time LSE is invoked, pressing the F20 key on a VT2xx terminal will create
a DCL window. The TPU procedure file required to do this would be

PROCEDURE NEW WINDOW
SPAWN ("gDCLWINDOW")?

ENDPROCEDURE
DEFINE KEY ('NEW WINDOW',F20);

7 Conclusions

DCL windows accessed from command files and VPWEDIT have been in use at
KMS Fusion for nearly two years. Experience has shown that their use has
significantly aided productivity. In time it is hoped that the VMS Screen
Management Package will allow for more sophisticated displays of multiple,
overlapped windows.

The code for VPWEDIT is part of the KMSKIT submission to the Spring 1984
VAX Sig Decus Symposium tape.
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F$VERIFY(O)'
DCLWIND0W.COM

$ Vfy: =
$!
$THE_START:
$ GOTO Setup
$START:
$ READ/ PROMPT= " " P r O
$ 'Cmdline'
$Start 1:

! Once only code at end
! Return to Start

"/END-DONE SYS$COMMAND Cmdline

IF Tmp .NES. n"F$LOGICALCSYS$INPUT")MI THEN - ! R e s t o r e SYS$INPUT i f

$
$!
$Done:
$

ASSIGN/USER/NOLOG SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
GOTO START

! needed
! Get next command

! Got *Z, LOGOUT, etc.
! Erase VT100 screenWRITE SYS$OUTPUT "<ESC>Im<ESC>[2J"

$! Uncomment the next lines for use with a Parent process which knows the
$! WINDOW is open and can ATTACH to its child.
-$!*** SET MESSAGE/NOTEXT/NOFACILITY/NOIDENT/NOSEVERITY! Disable attach message
$!*** ATTACH/IDE='Parent' ! Back to the main proc.

SET MESSAGE/TEXT/FACILITY/IDENT/SEVERITY
GOTO Setup
EXIT$

$Setup:
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

Parent«F$GETJPI("","OWNER")
ON CONTROLJT THEN GOTO Start_l
ON ERROR THEN GOTO Start_l
WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "<ESO[m<ESC>[H<ESC>[2J"
IF .NOT. F$GETDVI("SYS$INPUT",I1TRM11) THEN -

ASSIGN/USER/NOLOG SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
TMP:-'F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")'
IF Tmp .NES. ""F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")'" THEN -

ASSIGN/USER/NOLOG SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
Prc=" " F$PROCESS()'"
ON ERROR THEN GOTO Start
GOTO Start

Error messages again
Awake again, do setup
Done with window

Establish our parent
Initialize first time
only

Erase VTlxx screen
Insure we point at
physical terminal
Double check in case
SYS$INPUT is LOGICAL
not real terminal

Use with input prompt
Start over on error

Listing 1. Basic command dispatcher
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$
$
$START:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$Start
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$Start
$

$
$
$Done:
$
$
$
$!
$!

Vfy:
GOTO

'F$VERIFY(O)'
Setup

ON Control_Y THEN GOTO Start 0
ASK Cmdline "<ESC>[10D<ESC>[2K$ "Ovflow"'
IF Cmdline .EQS. "*Z" THEN GOTO Done
IF Cmdline .EQS. "<ESC>[3
IF Cmdline .EQS. "<ESC>[3
Cmdline-Ovflow+Cmdline
L-F$LOCATE("<ESC>",Cmdline)

THEN Ovflow=""
THEN Cmdline-""

IF L ,LT.
IF Tmp

! Initialize

! Reinit on "Y
Get new command
If *Z, just exit
If catch cursor posit

! update, Null command
! Tack on any leftover
! Any escape seq?

F$LENGTH<Cmdline) THEN Cmdline*F$EXTRACT(O,L,Cmdline)
.NES. ""F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")'" THEN - !
ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMHAND SYS$INPUT !

'Cmdline'
Ovflow*""

0:
" ON Control Y THEN GOTO Done !
WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""Header"1 !
IF .NOT. F$GETDVI("SYS$INPUT","TRM") THEN - !
ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT !

ASK tmp "<ESO[6n" !
l»f$length(tmp) !
Istrt-F$locate("<ESO[",tmp) 1
Ibeg=Istrt+2 . !
IF Istrt .EQ. L THEN Istrt:«F$LOCATE("[",Tmp) !
IF Istrt .EQ. L THEN Ibeg»Istrt+l !
lend »F$locate("R",F$EXTRACT(Istrt,1-Istrt,Tmp))!
Tmp2»""F$EXTRACT(Ibeg,lend,Tmp) !
ovflow.Tmp-"<ESO"-"["Tmp2'" !
IF Tmp2 .EQS. "2;1R" THEN WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" !

1: !
IF Tmp .NES. n"F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT1')MI THEN

ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
X:-'F$VERIFY(O)'
GOTO START

Be sure to point
real terminal

at

- !

! Null out any overflow

If *Y while here, exit
Refresh banner
Make sure is terminal

get screen position
may have typeahead
trapped with position
info, so strip out
the escape sequence
(find start and end)
and place rest of
command in overflow
buffer
If at line 2, <cr><lf>

Point SYS$INPUT at
terminal

Turn off logging
get more info

$1***
$!***
$!***
$
$Setup
$
$
$
$
$
$

WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "<ESC>7<ESC>[l;24r<ESC>8<ESO[lA"
PAGE !
Vfy:«'F$VERIFY(Vfy)' !

Uncomment the next lines for use with a Parent process which knows
WINDOW is open and can ATTACH to its child.

SET MESSAGE/NOTEXT/NOFACILITY/NOIDENT/NOSEVERITY!

the

ATTACH/IDE.'Parent'
SET MESSAGE/TEXT/FACILITY/IDENT/SEVERITY
GOTO Setup
EXIT

Pare.1 t-F$GETJPI ("", "OWNER" )
ON CONTROL Y THEN GOTO Done
HELP:>HELP?NOPAGE
STO*P:-LOGOUT
ON ERROR THEN GOTO Start 1
WRITE SYS$OUTPUT -

"<ESC> 11; 24r<ESC> [ ?8h<ESC> [Om<ESC»"
IF .NOT. F$GETDvT("SYS$INPUT","TRM") THEN

Disable attach message
! Back to the main proc.
! Error messages again
Awake again, re-setup

Establish our parent
Exit if :i here
Redefine symbols
as needed by screen

set scroll window, etc

Be sure pointing at
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ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT ! terminal
$ TMP:='F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")' !
$ Prc=""F$PROCESS()M1 ! Get process name
$ Len=F$LENGTH(Prc) ! and stick in middle
$ N=(80-Len)/2 ! of the banner
$ 0vflow="n !
$ PAGE ! erase screen
$ Headerl="<ESC>[?61<ESC>[;''N'H<ESC>[lm''F$PROCESS()'<ESC>[m"+

"<E3O[;64H(CTRL/Z -> Exit)"
$ Header2=!l<ESC>[A<ESC>7<ESC>[?61<ESC>[H<ESC>[K<ESC>[;''N'H"+

"<ESC>[lm"F$PR0CESS()'<ESC>[m<ESC>[;64H(CTRL/Z -> Exit)"
$ HeaderS*"<ESC>[2;H<ESC>)0"Nssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss"+

"sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss* 0<ESC>[3;24r<ESC>[3;H"
$ Header4«"<ESC>[2;H<ESC>)0"Nssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss"+

"sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss* 0<ESC>[3;24r<ESC>8"
$ Header*""Header2'"Header4MI ! Display header
$ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""Headerl" 'Header3'" ! (both parts)
$ IF Trap .NES. ""F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")'" THEN -

ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
$ IF PI .EQS. "" THEN GOTO START

be sure pointing at
real terminal

if input line not
NULL, repeat$ 'PI' 'P2' 'P3' 'P4' 'P5' 'P7' 'P8'

$ IF Tmp .NES. n"F$LOGICAL("SYS$INPUT")"1 THEN -
ASSIGN/NOLOG/USER SYS$COMMANt> SYS$INPUT

$ X:=.'F$VERIFY(O)'
$ GOTO Start ! back for more

Listing 2. Command dispatcher vith vindov banner
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REM
VPWEDIT.BAS

Mainline for the EDT editor with DCL vindows. The editor can
be built by:
$ BAS VPWEDIT
$ BAS WINDOW
$ FOR EXITSPWN
$ LINK/NOTRACE VPWEDIT,WINDOW,EXITSPWN,SYS$SHARE:EDTSHR/SHARE

EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL

EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
DECLARE
DIM
DIM
DIM

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

FUNCTION
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT
CONSTANT

CLI$PRESENT,
CLI$_PRESENT,
CLI$_NEGATED,
EDT$M RECOVER,

CLI$GET_VALUE
CLI$_DEFAULTED
CLI$_ABSENT
EDT$M NOCOMMAND

EDT$M NOJOURNAL,EDT$M_NOOUTPUT
EDT$M"NOCREATE

EDT$FILEIO
EDT$WORKIO
WINDOW
FUNCTION EDT$EDIT
RESULT
PASSFILE(U)
PASSWORK(U)
PASSXLATE(U)

! Callable EDT subroutines
;
! XLATE subroutine to invoke
! Callable EDT

PASSFILE(0%)-LOC(EDT$FILEIO)
PASSWORK(0Z)-L0C(EDT$WORKIO)
PASSXLATE(0X)-L0C(WINDOW)
DECLARE LONG Ret_Status
DECLARE LONG Options

Input_File$=""
Output File$»""
JournaI_File$-lin

Command File$=""
ON ERROR GOTO 1000

! Pass file names to subroutine

! Pass name of subroutine

! Sum of all DCL options

! Initialize file names
!
i

!

! Exit if disaster strikes

10 IF CLI$PRESENT('INPUT') AND IX THEN ! Find what DCL asked for
CALL CLI$GET_VALUE('INPUT',Input_File$)

END IF

20 IF CLI$PRESENT('RECOVER') and IX THEN ! If recover switch seen
OPTIONS~OPTIONS+EDT$M_RECOVER ! set in option word

END IF

30 IF CLI$PRESENT('READ_ONLY') AND IX THEN ! If READ ONLY switch seen
OPTIONS-OPTIONS+EDT$M_NOOUTPUT ! set in~option word

END IF

50 Ret Status»CLI$PRESENT('COMMAND') ! If COMMAND switch seen
IF TRet_Status • CLI$_Present) THEN ! get the command file

CALL CLI$GET_VALUE('COMMAND',Command_file$)
ELSE IF (Ret Status = CLI$ DEFAULTED) THEN
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Use default command file !
ELSE IF (Ret_Status = CLI$_NEGATED) THEN! If NOCOMMAND seen

Command_File$="" !
OPTIONS=OPTIONS+EDT$M_NOCOMMAND ! set in option word

END IF

60 IF CLI$PRESENT('OUTPUT') AND IX THEN ! If output specified
CALL CLI$GET VALUE('OUTPUT',Output_File$)

ELSE " !
REM Default to output=input !

.END IF

70 Ret_Status=CLI$PRESENT('JOURNAL') ! If JOURNAL Seen
IF Ret_Status - CLI$_Present THEN

CALL CLI$GET_VALUE('JOURNAL',Journal_File$)
ELSE IF Ret_Status - CLI$_DEFAULTED THEN

REM Use default journal file !
ELSE

OPTI0NS-OPTI0NS+EDT$M_NOJ0URNAL ! Else show NOJOURNAL
END IF

80 Ret_Status«CLI$PRESENT('CREATE') ! If NOCREATE switch seen
IF Ret_Status « CLI$_Negated THEN

OPTIONS=rOPTICNS+EDT$M_NOCREATE ! set in options word
END IF

90 Result=EDT$EDIT(Input_File$,Output File$, & ! Call EDT
Command_File$,Journal File?,Options, & ! passing file names
PASSFILE<O£)BY REF,PASSWORK(OZ)BY REF, & ! and options
PASSXLATE(O%)BY REF) ! and xlate subroutine

100 IF (RESULT AND 1%) =0% THEN
PRINT "VPWEDIT — Call to EDT$EDIT failed, GET HELP"
CALL LIB$STOP(RESULT BY VALUE)

2ND IF-
GOTO 32000

1000 RESUME 32000
32000 END

Listing 3. VPWEDIT Editor Mainline
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1 REM
! WINDOW.BAS
! This subroutine is invoked via the XLATE command and the user command
! string, CMD$, is passed to it. The command string is established with
f the EDTSYS.EDT initialization file.
2 FUNCTION INTEGER WINDOW(CMD$)

DECLARE INTEGER SUBPROC
DECLARE LONG

20

Istatus
EXTERNAL INTEGER FUNCTION LIB$ATTACH
COMMON (PIDVAL) LONG Sub_Pid
IF CMD$=""
WINDOV-1
GOTO 100

END IF
IF CMD$="WINDOW"

IF Sub PID = 0

THEN ! If null, return
but show success

90
100

THEN
THEN

Command$='$ ^WINDOW'
CALL LIB$SPAWN(Command$,,'TT:'
CALL EXIT_Spawn(Sub Pid)

ELSE
Istatus » LIB$ATTACH(Sub_PID BY REF)
IF Istatus = 2280 THEN

Sub_PID-0
GOTO 20

END IF
END IF
CMD$-'REF'

END IF
SUBPROC:* 1
WINDOW=SUBPROC
FUNCTIONEND

If "window" wanted
If no window yet
spawn a window

,Sub_pid,SUBPROC)!with return addr
Establish exit handler

Else if window exists
just attach to it
but if it went
away, show it
and make a new one

END IF
END IF
Repaint screen on

return to EDT!
! Always show success

Listing 4. The WINDOW Function Subroutine
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c+
C Here ve establish an exit handler to insure that any subprocess is deleted
C on exit.
C
C
C
C
C-

Where
CALL Exit_Spawn(Sub_PID)

Sub PID 1*4 PID for created subprocess

SUBROUTINE EXIT_SPAWN(Sub_PID)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (A - Z)
LOGICAL Is_Set
INTEGER*4 EXIT STATUS, EXIT BL0CK(5)
EXTERNAL EXIT_SPAWN2
COMMON /PID/ PID,Is_Set
DATA Is_Set /.FALSE./

Declare exit handler
EXIT_BL0CK(2) - ZL0C(EXIT Spawn2)
EXIT BLOCK(3) - 1
EXIT~BL0CK(4) - ZLOC(EXIT STATUS)
PID-Sub PID
IF (Is Set)
STATUS"- SYS$DCLEXC (EXIT_BLOCK) .
Is_Set-.TRUE.
IF (.NOT. STATUS) CALL LIB$STOP (XVAL(STATUS))
RETURN
END

! Routine not yet called
j

! Call on exit

!
!
!
!

RETURN !
!

Transmit one argument

Only declare once
Requires Implicit
Light a candle
INTEGERS (A-Z)

Back to mainline

C
C
C
C

SUBROUTINE EXIT Spawn2(EXIT STATUS)

This routine is called when the program tries to exit.
Its function is to delete the current active subprocess (if any)

IMPLICIT
LOGICAL
COMMON

INTEGER*4 (A - Z)
Is_Set
/PID/ PID,Is_Set

IF(PID.NE.O) Istatus-SYS$DELPRC(PID,)
RETURN
END

List in* 5. The VPVEDIT Exit Handler
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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
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